**TUTORS IN THE HOUSE**

**TUESDAY** 7:00 PM TO 9:00 PM
- **CAFARO** WRITING CENTER – MAC
- **LYDEN** CSP – WRITING CENTER+*
- **KILCAWLEY** MAC – CSP+

**WEDNESDAY** 7:00 PM TO 9:00PM
- **CAFARO** CSP+ – WRITING CENTER
- **LYDEN** MAC – CSP*
- **KILCAWLEY** WRITING CENTER – MAC

**THURSDAY** 7:00 PM TO 9:00PM
- **CAFARO** MAC – CSP*
- **LYDEN** WRITING CENTER – MAC
- **KILCAWLEY** CSP+ – WRITING CENTER

Location: Lyden House Basement (Near Computer Lab), Cafaro House Seminar Room, Kilcawley House, Basement “Back” Study Lounge

**Writing Center Assistance:**
- Lab Reports | Scholarship Applications Research Papers
- Cover letters/resumes | Creative Writing Brainstorming
- Research Papers | Outlining | Revising | Editing
- Prepping for writing/verbal portions of exams like the GRE
- Navigating Your Blackboard Courses
- Designing MS PowerPoint Presentations
- Formatting in MS Word
- Learning Prezi, And More

**Key**
*indicates that the tutor covers biology, chemistry, organic chemistry and Chemistry for Allied Health Sciences
*+ indicates that the tutor covers biology, chemistry, organic chemistry and Chemistry for Allied Health Sciences are Covered

**Indicates that the tutor covers chemistry, organic chem, and chemistry for Allied Health Sciences**